According to the characteristics of the guided bomb, a guidance law with angular constraint and robustness is always needed. The paper proposed a guidance law based on non-singular terminal sliding mode (NTSM). In the nonsingular Terminal sliding mode control, the tracking error on the sliding surface can converge to zero in a finite time, so a nonlinear term was introduced into the design of the terminal guidance law to substitute the traditional linear sliding mode. In addition, considering the measurement error and the external interference as disturbance with known boundary and making an adaptive estimation to extremes in real time, a non-singular terminal sliding mode guidance law was presented. Controlled by TSMG, the rate of the line-of-sight (LOS) angle between bomb and target can converge quickly, and high guidance precision of bomb in large range airspace of flight condition can be obtained. The simulation results confirm the efficiency and availability of the guidance law.
Introduction
Because the guide bomb flying in large range airspace of flight condition and the aerodynamics of the guide bomb varies largely, there are various noises in the guiding process, which brings uncertainty and disturbance to the system. In order to overcome the divergence of the line-of-sight (LOS ) and ensure high guidance accuracy, the robustness in the design of the guidance law was given special attention. Recently, the sliding mode control becomes to an improving integrated approach in the design of the robust control system, for it can solve the affect of noise and parameter perturbation in the guidance law. Terminal sliding mode control leads nonlinear function to the design of the sliding surface, which can make the tracking error on the sliding surface converge to zero in a finite time.
In the article, a non-singular Terminal sliding mode (NTSM) is introduced into the design of terminal guidance law. By considering all kinds of bias and interference, a non-singular sliding mode guidance law with robustness is obtained. And the tracking error of the sliding surface can converges to zero in a limited time.
Model of Relative Motion Between Bomb and Target
Suppose the target and bomb can be seen as particle, and Fig.1 shows the relative motion. 
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Where , r is relative distance; q is the angle between projectile sight and guides, and clockwise is positive; is the angle between enter direction and LOS, and clockwise is positive; V is the angle between velocity direction and guides, and counter-clockwise is positive; is the angle between velocity direction and LOS, and counter-clockwise is positive; V is the bomb velocity; end is the expected impact angle; z N is the lateral required overload; u is the control volume. In the practical application, because the affect of measurement noise of the rate of LOS and parameter perturbations, there will be some uncertain random noise in the equations.
NTSM Guidance Law

3.1NTSM Guidance Law Design
In the terminal guidance process, the control system will stop working when the bomb and target fully closed, because the detector will go to a blind spot under that situation. If the sight angle rate closes to zero sufficiently at that time, the bomb can hit the target precisely, then the non-singular Terminal sliding mode was introduced into the original sliding mode.
The sliding surface is: 
In the general sliding mode control system, it is necessary to know the boundary of the uncertainty, based on which the control law with relay control was designed to ensure the system enter the sliding mode. In fact, this boundary is difficultly to obtain. If this value is too large, the control efficiency will be affected, otherwise, the sliding mode will not be guarantee. In this text, adaptive control was used to estimate the uncertain noise adaptively. In the reaching phase of sliding mode, estimated value can change according to the value of the sliding mode to ensure its accessibility. When the sliding mode reaches the sliding surface, the estimated value has meet the constraint
already and the value will not adjust anymore. Under the control of the command, the error of the estimation value is convergent.
Stability Analysis
The following is the stability analysis of the control system. Set the Lyapunov function as 
Simulation and Analysis
Using this NTSM guidance law, mathematical simulation was carried out based on a certain bomb. Set the simulation conditions as: bomb height is separately, the overload in the whole flight progress is small, and it can come into a range of 1.0g quickly, which much less than the overload that the bomb can supply. Also, the overload changes steady, which can provide sufficient overload margin for the maneuvering. Fig.3 is the flight curve of the pitch direction. It can be seen that, at the beginning, the bomb continue to rise under the control of the guidance command in order to increase the flight distance; when it is over the target, the bomb yield to obtain steep trajectory, which can weaken the affect of the height measurement error to the guide and control system, and get larger hit angle at the same time. When the required hit angle is larger, the bomb will climb higher and the trajectory will more precipitous. Fig.3 also shows that, in large range airspace flight, the bomb can hit the target precisely, so this NTSM guidance law has a high accuracy. Fig.4 is the LOS angle curve, which shows that the actual hit angle can be close to the expected hit angle end when end changed, and this indicates that the angular constraint and the robustness of the NTSM guide law can be realized. 
